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MESSAGE FOR THE ANNUAL APPARITION OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE
MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

When an inner sun illuminates the darkness of your hearts, this is Me, children of Mine, that
announces that the end of chaos is near.

This is the definitive beginning of the end, the cycle on which all the steps taken through actions,
thoughts, feelings and definitions will be placed on the scale of the Divine Judge, This One that will
dictate to angels and archangels what will be the destiny of this humanity.

Before such ignorance and darkness in the heart of most people of this world, the smallest light
ignited will shine as a resplendent sun and a creature who remains sane and in the balance of their
prayerful soul will be able to guide the millions who will wander with no aim, with no destination,
except their own abyss.

My dear ones, My Heart will no longer come to the world to warn you, because this, I have already
done for the last eight years here, and for the last thirty years in Medjugorje.  Many times I have
come to this world and many were the attempts to awaken you to a life of prayer, of holiness and of
pacification.

From now on, the times that will come will no longer expect you to be ready, because the Justice of
God will precipitate over the world and each being will live according to the merits earned on their
days of existence.

Many will seek the peace of My Heart and will not find it, because they did not want, in other times,
to build the path between their own heart and My source of Peace.

I will no longer be able to intercede for the world as before, because until now I have taken many
steps for your feet, but the time has come for you to begin your own walk and start to generate your
own merits, not only for yourselves, but for all humanity, because today I tell you, My beloveds,
that in the time of Justice that announces itself, it will be the conscious humanity itself that will
have to open the doors so that Mercy and Piety may descend upon the unbelievers and the dormant
in spirit.

Many will regret in time and others will not; for this you must be conscious that the Justice of God
will not cause harm to the hearts, but, to each one, it will give what they deserve in order to live
their learning in this world.

The humanity that today inhabits the surface of the planet is very old and has had many
opportunities to learn and follow the designs of God.  But many preferred to turn the back on
celestial things and open the arms to illusion and to the infernal life that manifests itself through the
capital energies.

The ray of the Justice of God will break the ignorance of humanity and, those who laughed so much
with the king of the hells, will cry for their great ignorance.  Those who teased the Light, will blind
their eyes before It, because, after everything that will happen, the King will come and give new
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opportunities for those who will repent of heart and extend their hands to Him, clamoring for pity.

My beloveds, prepare your hearts and listen to Me carefully, because at this time I will not be able
detain the power of My words for the fear that your hearts may feel or for the unbelief that may be
generated in some souls, for the incapacity of transforming themselves in order to accept My words.

It is the Will of God that the Truth be revealed to you, because it will be a part of the awakening of
faith and of consciousness to see My words being fulfilled in the times to come, times in which I
will no longer be here, so close to you.

When My prophecies be a fact, you will look to the skies, where I will be observing you, and some
will thank, others will ask for forgiveness, but no one will be able to say that I did not warn you and
that I did not let you know about the final days of this world.

But know that such as I announce the times of difficulties and trials, I also tell you that those who
may walk in faith will not toddle.  Those who may make of prayer the pillar of their
consciousnesses, will always be a door of peace and a guide star to humanity.  Through these ones, I
will guide the world.  But you must be brave and persistent, trusting the power of My Word, that
announced to you the times of chaos, but also told you that, at the end of all, your King will come,
will cross the clouds and the seven heavens, will step on Earth and rebuild it, inside and outside of
humanity, so that in it the new humanity may inhabit.

May Peace be the engine that leads you and keep you standing in the times to come.

Pray, pray and trust in Me every instant of your lives, because thus they will be sanctified by My
presence.

I love you and bless you, so that in this cycle I shall find you inside My Heart.

Your Mother, Mary, Rose of Peace


